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This paper advances a logical, if possibly controversial, thesis: institutional design is inherently a product 
of identity, at both the individual and group level. Building on recent advances in identity economics and 
new institutional economics, this research shows how identity can be used to explain institutional 
genesis and the persistence of “inefficient” institutions. Applying this model to Poland in the 19th and 
early 20th centuries, it is evident that the identity-based institutional building which had served 
individuals so well under occupation in Poland resulted in “inefficient” institutions, unsuited for the 
changing external environment. Only taking an identity lens to the Polish experience can we see a 
satisfactory explanation for the failure of institutions in interwar Poland. 
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The issue of identity economics has been pushing its way into the forefront of the economics literature 
over the past decade and a half, led by Akerlof and Kranton (2000) and Henrich (2000) and further 
refined by Davis (2007, 2011, 2015). In its original incarnation, as in Akerlof and Kranton, this approach 
posits identity as an additional attribute of a neoclassical utility function, with “identity” generally 
understood as “the need for a sense of who one is… self-schemas [which] include organized knowledge 
about one’s self [such as] the characteristics, preferences, goals, and behavior patterns we associate 
with ourselves,” (Howard 2000:367-368). By incorporating a person’s individual sense of self into 
economic decision-making, one could better understand not only the source of individual preferences, 
but also how different utility-maximization strategies were reached (including those that do not appear 
fully “rational”). Further developing this idea, Akerlof and Kranton (2005:11) expand identity economics 
to encompass the economics of organization, arguing that “identity is an important supplement to 
monetary compensation” and suggesting how organizational incentives could be designed in order to 
incorporate identity concerns.  
 
In the intervening years, the Akerlof and Kranton conception of identity economics has been challenged 
on a number of its assumptions, leading to a somewhat schizophrenic split in the discipline’s views on 
identity. A different path was outlined by Davis (2007) and developed in subsequent work, a path that 
focused less on neoclassical ideas of utility and more on social identities and their intersection. Under 
this alternate conception, “there is an interactive reciprocal relation between the self and society in the 
sense that each influences the other,” meaning that “individuals have personal identities as well as 
social identities, and these two types of identities need to be seen as related” (Davis 2007:355). This 
approach to identity, grounded in a more sociologically-oriented framework, means that “individuals act 
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as representative agents of social groups,” noting however that individuals are comprised of a collection 
of social identities which are ordered and ranked due to social conflict (Davis 2014:3). 
 
A common trait in both strands of the identity economics literature has been its focus, thus far, on the 
microeconomic level, explaining the economic behavior of individuals either in relation to their own 
identities or as a function of their social groupings. Missing from the identity economics research has 
been more macro-oriented analyses, moving beyond small- or narrow-group orientation to understand 
society-wide behavior and mechanisms (van den Bergh and Gowdy [2009] is a notable exception). The 
reason for this current focus can be traced to the grounding of both strands of identity economics in 
socially-oriented disciplines outside of economics, either social psychology (Akerlof-Kranton) or 
sociology (Davis). In regards to social psychology, the discipline as a whole has limitations in moving 
beyond group dynamics (see Jost et al. 2004 for an example of such theoretical difficulties), and reliance 
on social psychology has inhibited the development of a view focusing on the aggregation of individual 
and social identities into the underlying machines of economic systems, institutions. While sociology has 
a more-developed framework in understanding institutions, identity economics has not yet incorporated 
these insights into fashioning a theory of institutional influence. Indeed, in both the social psychological 
and the sociological approach, institutions are either treated as exogenously given – and thus merely an 
external factor that plays a role in shaping identity – or as a manifestation of various power structures 
that can be changed – but with no theory on how such change occurs.  
 
Despite not yet broaching the gap between identity and institutions, identity economics has laid a solid 
foundation for developing such a theory of institutional change, a foundation which can be built upon 
using the insights of new institutional economics (NIE). The NIE literature has grappled with the idea of 
how institutions come to be or why they change, relating institutional processes to both calculations by 
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individuals and in terms of social identities. Van den Bergh and Gowdy (2009) note that most theories of 
institutional change are lacking ideas of identity, and instead make recourse to ideas of efficiency and 
utility, but this is not uniformly the case. North (1999), in particular, showed institutions as mechanisms 
created to structure the environment, implicitly noting that these mechanisms both are derived from 
individual preferences but also act to socially reduce the set of available choices in order to encourage 
decision-making. Work from Mijiyawa (2013), examining the genesis of property rights, also lays out 
theories of institutional formation that emphasize, both at the individual and national level, the social 
identity of a country’s citizens.  
Figure 1 – Identity and Institutional Formation 
 
 
In fact, institutions, as rule of the game and as mediating mechanisms for human action, may play the 
same role at the national level that identity does for an individual, creating “a capability for maintaining 
and developing an account of oneself in changing interactions with others” (Davis 2011:188, in 
reference to identity); in this sense, institutions serve as the manifestation of identity of a nation, 
aggregating up from various individuals, social networks, groups, and national culture but creating a new 
object that may be larger than the sum of its parts (Figure 1).i This particular trait means that attempts 
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to influence institutions would have to go through the personal and social identities of citizens and their 
constituent groupings (Simon and Klandermans 2001): as Akerlof and Kranton (2000) briefly note, 
political leaders often seek to change population preferences through changes in identity, both personal 
and social, a shift which can then translate to changes in the composition of political and economic 
institutions in a country.  
 
Given this reality, this paper advances a logical, if possibly controversial, thesis: namely that institutional 
design is inherently a product of identity, at both the individual and group level. Put another way, if 
identity is a crucial determinant in our preferences, our utility maximization, or our social relations, then 
not only would public policies follow from these sense of self, but also the institutions used to mediate 
interactions with others, whether personal (political institutions) or impersonal (economic institutions). 
This research takes up the challenge of Huettel and Kranton (2012:681), who note that identity 
economics should “provide a bridge to research in mechanism design and institutional economics, which 
now considers how social structures (e.g. legal systems and cultural norms) shape how economic 
institutions and societies develop.” Indeed, institutions in a society would reflect shifting ideas of 
identity across all strata of participants in that society (again shown in Figure 1).ii In this sense, we are 
taking one step back from Bowles’ (1998) and Akerlof and Kranton’s (2005) assertion that organizations 
and economic institutions in particular shape motivations and values, to argue that, yes, this is true, but 
these institutions only came about because of various individual perceptions of identity (an assertion 
closer to Davis’ [2014] argument on social identities). In fact, we are taking a much further step back to 
some of the tenets of the “original” institutionalists such as Wesley Mitchell, who wrote “that the 
changes in human life are due mainly to the evolution of culture” and so economists should 
“concentrate their studies to an increasing degree upon economic institutions -the aspect of culture 





Seen through an identity lens, institutions do not arise in a vacuum, and while institutional evolution 
may be path-dependent, institutional genesis is heavily reliant on identity; as an example, Grosfeld et al. 
[2013] note that identities derived from segregation in the Pale of Settlement (the only part of the 
Russian Empire where Jews were allowed to settle after 1791) have led to persistent anti-market 
sentiments and, presumably, institutions. While such an assertion of identity leading to institutions may 
be a bit “chicken and egg,” to assume that causality runs only from institutions to identity is to miss the 
genesis of institutions themselves. Simply put, if institutions are the “rules of the game,” then identity 
lets us know just which game is being played. 
 
The appealing nature of the approach put forward by this paper is that the framework sketched here is 
relevant for both sides of the identity economics debate, mainly because institutions themselves are 
different. While most NIE approaches to institutional formation tend to side more with the Akerlof and 
Kranton (2000) conception of identity, more mainstream work by authors such as Bisin and Verdier 
(2001) emphasizes the importance of cultural traits in institutional persistence, placing social identity as 
a key driver of particular institutions. But by recognizing that institutions themselves are different and 
have different drivers, including different group dynamics, we can see that there is a role for both 
utilitarian-based and sociologically-based approaches to identity. Thus, while the debate may rage on 
what is the main determinant of identity, this paper argues that the individual’s conception of identity 
from both spheres, aggregated across individuals and manifested in dominant social groups, can be 
shown to be a direct determinant of institutional genesis, persistence, and/or change.iii In this sense, the 
precise driver of identity is less important (at this stage) than understanding where identity comes into 
the institutional process (as shown in Figure 1) and, eventually, what effect it has; from understanding 
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the nature of the institution being discussed, we may also tease out which approach to identity 
economics is more plausible for driving institutional creation. In either case, by introducing identity into 
the process of institutional formation or change, we may understand why “inefficient” institutions 
persist (as Acemoglu [2006] modelled), how institutions are selected (van den Bergh and Gowdy 2009), 
why exogenously-impose institutions may fail to take root, and how it takes changes in identity for the 
institutions themselves to reform. 
 
As a way to illustrate this concept, this paper utilizes the example of Poland from its historical roots as 
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth through its Partitions in the 18th century, culminating in its failed 
experiment in democracy in the interwar period (1918 to 1939). Even under its Partitions, the nation of 
Poland remained a fairly homogenous entity, inspired by not only a social identity of being Polish, but 
also animated by its nearly-uniform Catholic heritage and its culture of resistance to outsiders; Poles 
may have had many selves, but these multiple identities were curiously aligned across individuals and 
were reinforced by social interaction across various spheres. Throughout Poland’s history, but especially 
when it ceased to be a sovereign entity, this issue of social identity was crucial to both individual identity 
and the creation of various organizations and institutions to preserve the Polish nation. However, once 
the country was again independent after the First World War, the identity-based institutional building 
which had served individuals so well under occupation resulted in “inefficient” institutions unsuited for 
the changing external environment. Put another way, institutions based on an increasingly-romanticized 
and anachronistic social identity were ill-equipped to deal with the reality of interwar Europe.  
 
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: the next section lays out the basic theoretical argument of 
the relationship between identity and institutions, including showing the relationship between identity 
and institutional persistence, while Section III goes into depth on the Polish experience of the 19th and 
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early 20th centuries. Section IV offers a concluding analysis and agenda for further research in this area, 




II. Identity Economics and Institutional Design: A Basic Framework 
 
In order to understand the relationship between identity and institutions, it is helpful to understand just 
what institutions are. Hartwell (2013:17) defines an institution as “a set of rules, constraints, and 
behavioral guidelines, enforced by either formal or informal means external to the individual, which are 
designed or arise to shape the behavior of individual actors.” This definition that adds to North’s short-
hand of institutions as “the rules of the game” but also encompasses the work of the “original” 
institutionalists such as Veblen or Commons, who conceived of institutions as mechanisms of “restraint, 
liberation, and expansion of individual action” (Commons 1934:73). Institutions may be further defined 
by their mechanisms (sanctioning or facilitating) and, most importantly, the sphere in which they 
operate, meaning that an institution may be predominantly economic, political, or social (of course, 
there may be institutions with effects on more than one sphere, but all institutions operate 
predominantly in one of these classifications).iv  
 
The dividing line between these spheres and, thus, different types of institutions, as noted in Hartwell 
(2013), can be ascertained by the ultimate objective of the institution; while the desired intermediate 
outcome of behavioral change is uniform across all institutions (i.e. all institutions are predicated on 
changing behavior), the goal of changing this behavior and to what end differs across various types of 
institutions. And, of course, given the evolutionary nature of institutions, the objectives of an institution 
may not necessarily be planned, conscious, or even the same over time. For example, as Hartwell (2013) 
shows, economic institutions are meant to mediate economic outcomes and alter economic behavior, 
generally less concerned with other intangible goals such as the distribution of power in a society and 
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instead determining incentives and constraints on economic actors (Acemoglu et al. 2005). But whereas 
(most) economic institutions are focused on altering behavior related to allocation of resources 
(Acemoglu et al. 2005), the guidelines and constraints of political institutions deal more with distribution 
of power within a society. Granted, such distribution could be modeled on a utility-maximizing basis, e.g. 
how to enable the greatest number of people access to the political system, but in general the 
mechanism of a political institution is to mediate amongst differing interests in a society. 
 
Understanding this demarcation amongst institutions is crucial for introducing the idea of identity as a 
driver of institutional genesis, mainly because even institutions which have utility-maximization as an 
avowed goal can be driven by identity in their creation, implementation, adaptation, and persistence. 
Indeed, by incorporating identity into a theory of institutions, we see that utility can be understood as 
entering the continuum of institutional creation at a later point than is commonly assumed in much of 
the mainstream and new institutional economics literature. To further flesh out this argument, assume, 
as Akerlof and Kranton (2000) assert, that identity determines our preferences, and thus to a large 
extent our utility-derivation functions. If this is the case, these perceptions of individual utility, shaped 
by our identity, must be the basis of institutional design, as a mechanism to translate aggregated 
preferences across a society into an aggregated utility. However, it is crucial to note that the utility 
facilitated by institutions is at best a second-order effect of institutional mechanisms, as institutions are 
first and foremost designed or arise to alter behavior, shift incentives, or create constraints. Seen in this 
light, institutions are thus nothing more than a way to actualize the goals of various social and individual 
identities, with the construction of such institutions framed in a meta-sense by the identity of 
participants. Behavioral rules and guidelines are necessarily informed by broader conceptions of 
identities and the interactions of social groups, it is therefore institutions which transfer these informal 




An example of perhaps the most utilitarian of economic institutions, property rights, may help to 
illustrate the concept of identity’s effect on institutions, rather than the other way around. Property 
rights are commonly assumed to have a dual purpose of lowering transaction costs (Clague et al. 1996) 
and preventing objective trespass by others (Hoppe 2006), with the specific implementation of property 
rights predicated on local circumstances (Agrawal and Ostrom 2001), cultural mores (Szreter 2007), and, 
as argued here, dominant personal and social identities. Both of the outcomes engendered by the 
protection of such rights alter economic behavior, but while these rights (presumably) translate into 
higher levels of utility for the individuals under this regime, this only comes about through the 
mechanism of incentives and sanctions (which themselves may be related to power structures and 
legitimacy).  
 
More importantly, the utility that is to be maximized and the incentives behind this concept of utility 
have already been filtered by the identity of the participants of the property rights regime; that is, the 
extent of protection of property rights and the manner in which this institution operates is based upon 
already-existing factors which have been created by identity. In the first instance, national and cultural 
approaches to property in general determine property rights, but these national approaches are already 
built upon a foundation of identity and self-perception. It is precisely why early American settlers, seeing 
themselves as rugged frontiersmen, devised a particular form of property rights (with its own set of 
rules and norms), while English parishes in the 16th century created a different but similar system at the 
individual level (Szreter 2007) and the UK created an effective system at the national level in the 
following century derived from the identity of political leaders (North and Weingast 1989). Secondly, 
protection of property rights is nested in a country’s extent of legal protection more broadly, with the 
entire idea of what may and may not be legally protected (and to what extent) derived from how 
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individuals perceive their identity in relation to others. An illustrative example of this is the idea of 
“home,” which enjoys a favored legal status vis a vis other property in Anglo-American jurisprudence, 
due mainly to the fact that “ideas like privacy, security, family, and continuity are deeply rooted in the 
psychology of home” (Barros 2006:257). An identity attached to place thus generates its own legal 
protection and an institutional mechanism to enforce these protections. Finally, the intersectionality of 
an individual’s identities as an economic being, provider for a family, productive member of a 
community, or any number of other social identities aggregated together into a greater and perhaps 
independent national identity also determine how property rights are developed. Is the identity as a 
provider more important across a majority of citizens (in which case stronger property rights may be 
enacted), or is the idea of community predominant (meaning that individual rights may be weaker but 
“community” rights may be stronger, as shown in Ostrom and Hess [2010]?).  In sum, institutions such 
as property rights may influence the identity of the individual (Greif and Laitin 2004), but they come 
about specifically because of various individual identities.v  
 
This insight is more expansive than a simple Marxian analysis of superstructure, nesting the idea of 
superstructure in a larger relationship between identity and the formation of economic and political 
relationships within a society. Marx (1859/1979) held that institutions (a portion of the superstructure) 
were nothing more than an expression of the prevailing power structure derived from relations of 
production (the base), an analysis which has found some favor in modern economic thinking. However, 
if identity is both malleable and a determinant of institutional design, then institutions are governed by 
an aggregation of individual identification, which may shift, and not merely based on monetary (or 
productive) utility.vi Power relations may enter into the individual’s conception of identity (and thus 
institutional formation), a point which has already been stressed in other views of the interplay between 
identity and institution. But identity would also shape the prevailing incentives and sanctions which 
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institutions enact, and indeed help to set the power structure; these relations would then create 
mechanisms which may eventually translate into monetary/productive utility, but such an assumption is 
not necessary to explain the existence of certain institutions.  
 
Such an idea of how identity relates to power relationships and institutions is in fact closer to the 
position staked out by the original institutionalist thinkers such as Thorstein Veblen. Veblen’s book The 
Theory of the Leisure Class (Veblen 1899) laid out the supposition that social status was intrinsically 
connected with how far one was removed from the working classes, and thus various activities 
(consumption, leisure) were needed to reinforce this distance. As Moran (2014:131) notes, Veblen never 
actually used the word “identity” in his writing, but “instead identified and analyzed some key social 
shifts to do with consumption, social class, and the mechanisms of social distinction that would 
eventually come to be captured… by the idea of identity.” While focusing on consumption, Veblen 
perhaps inadvertently illuminated the reality that identity, or a longing for an external manifestation of 
an identity which was felt internally, had resulted in the propagation of certain economic institutions 
and, undoubtedly, power relations expressed through political institutions. 
 
 
Building on this theoretical basis, the influence of identity on institutions would hold even if we assume 
away utility entirely, as Veblen did in his analysis of “conspicuous consumption goods” and the 
materialist impulse to purchase “useless” things in order to reinforce identity (Slater 1997). Such an 
approach can be seen in the sociological-tinged theories of Davis (2015:1217), where “individuals are 
directly influential in determining how their social roles play out, this then influences their relational 
social identities and this then influences the way they regard their categorical identities.” As Figure 1 
shows, there is not a direct relationship between identity and institutions, as an individual’s identity 
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passes through, is influenced and influenced by, and is filtered through social networks, groups, and 
organizations (it also would encompass informal institutions, see below). However, much of the 
literature taking the sociological or, recently, a stratification approach, has focused on transmission of 
institutions, as an external social force, on identity; Davis (2015:10) best summarizes this idea when he 
asserts that “what accordingly determines personal identity in society is partly the choices of individuals, 
partly the nature of social structure in institutions and organizations as they affect social roles and partly 
prevailing practices of prejudice and stigmatization employed by dominant social groups.”  
 
But while personal identity may be determined by external factors (including groups and institutions), 
the influence running from identity to institutions may be even more important, as shifting group 
dynamics can be evanescent without a semi-permanent apparatus (i.e. an institution) to sustain them. 
From the stratification approach, this “intergroup inequality” may exist at the level of individual identity 
or even society-wide biases, but the only way in which these hierarchies can persist is if the social 
perception of identity is perpetuated via specific institutions. In this sense, a socially-powerful group has 
an incentive to devise mechanisms that reinforce such power imbalances (a point similar to Mijiyawa’s 
[2013] “political approach” to institutional creation), meaning that institutions arise from the wellspring 
of identity, albeit to advantage the facilitation of one group (or disadvantage another group) rather than 
merely mediating outcomes. Ironically, as Long (2001) notes, this source of institutional creation may 
end up driving social networks to be even more detached from formality and indeed create parallel, if 
informal, institutions (see below), thus driving institutional creation at two separate levels.  
 
It is not only stratification which may drive institutional genesis, however, as shared experiences and 
identities may have the same effect in forming institutions. Meagher (2005) makes a compelling case 
regarding social networks in Africa, noting that the particular “institutional practices” embedded in 
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social networks can help to understand the evolution of broader, national-level institutions; that is, that 
the development of national institutions is predicated on the values and legacies of the sub-groups from 
which they emerged. At an even broader level, a shared national culture may also lead to the creation of 
certain institutions based on the shared national idea as the dominant social group primus inter pares: 
Van den Bergh and Gowdy (2009) acknowledge this fact as they highlight the process of group selection 
as a key channel of cultural transmission, noting that cultural group selection can help to understand 
why institutions come into being (as well as survive, see below). In that same vein, Gürerk et al. (2006) 
posit that social group selection, and in particular intra- and inter-group norms, create a competition 
amongst institutions, with only those in line with the cultural Zeitgeist surviving. Such an understanding 
of the role of identity in institutional formation also points us to the idea that personal identity, as well 
as national culture, may change over time, meaning that institutions also need to shift or adapt (a 
phenomenon we will explore in the next section). 
 
 
Informal and Formal Institutions 
Thus far, we have explored how identity may influence institutions, understanding that different types 
of institutions, based on their ultimate objectives, may utilize individual and social identities differently. 
However, we have not to this point explicitly touched on the horizontal demarcation between formal 
and informal institutions, a crucial distinction. Generally, those working in identity economics agree with 
Herrmann-Pillath (2008:22), who asserted that “identities are mainly related with informal institutions, 
as informal institutions mainly relate to social coordination in groups. In contrast, we can relate the 
supply and demand of public goods to the formal institutions of a nation.” This harkens back to an issue 
that was raised in the previous section, namely that insights from social psychology and, to a lesser 
extent, sociology are more comfortable with individual and group dynamics rather than broader societal 
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institutions such as an independent judiciary or property rights. However, while informal institutions are 
closer to the pure aggregation of individual identities, given their small-scale nature, one need not 
discard the fact that formal institutions as also driven by identity.  
 
Formal institutions derive from both informal institutions and social groupings, as well as conceptions of 
utility and efficiency, bumping together within a society. Where the idea of identity might be lost is in 
that fact that formal institutions allow for anonymous interactions, built upon norms that have been 
established at the informal level of a society but without the necessary interpersonal trust embodied in 
these smaller-scale interactions. For example, informal financial intermediation, such as small-scale 
lending or even “loansharking” requires face-to-face interaction, trust, and understanding of the norms 
of repayment; these interactions in informal financial intermediation are driven by social identities, 
group identification (especially in regards to compliance), and personal identity regarding one’s own 
trustworthiness as a “financial subject” (Langley and Leyshon 2012). By contrast, formal banking, as 
Rajan (1998) notes, may substitute in an atmosphere where such trust or even friendly relations do not 
exist, providing an implicit contract (in the form of deposits) that could not have been engineered at the 
informal level. By anonymizing the transaction or removing it from broader group dynamics, it can be 
assumed that identity, at either the individual or group level, has been negated at the level of the formal 
institution. 
 
Unfortunately, this interpretation is not correct, as the behavior of the clients of the bank is also 
informed by their understanding of themselves as financial subjects (Langley and Leyshon 2012), a key 
part of the relationship under the rules of the (financial) game. Perhaps more importantly for our 
purposes, while the services provided by the bank (contracting in an incomplete-contracting world) may 
be divorced from the needs of informal institutions, they are never divorced from the larger culture or 
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social milieu from which they emerge. Hahn (2014) provides evidence for this reality in regards to the 
operations of Austrian banks over the past 20 years, showing how cultural proximity (and formerly-
shared identities) have influenced their cross-border lending dramatically (this finding was seconded by 
work from Owen and Temesvary [2015]). Similarly, the sheer diversity of formal financial institutions, 
not only within countries but across religions and cultures, shows how individual and national identity 
shape the operations of such institutions (and how deviating from this identity can prove costly for a 
financial institution, see Haniffa and Hudaib [2007] in the context of Islamic finance).      
 
Indeed, it would be a fallacy to say that formal institutions are wholly separate in terms of identity than 
informal ones, mainly because there is a wealth of evidence that the success of formal institutions 
depends on how well they incorporate the identity and culture (Boettke et al. 2008). Indeed, where 
formal institutions are misaligned with informal ones or if they are exogenously-planted without 
concern for local identities or culture, we are likely to see the failure of otherwise “successful” formal 
institutional mechanisms that have worked in different contexts (Guinnane 1994; Roland 2004). In such 
an environment, it is formal institutions that must yield to not only informal ones, but the identity which 
reigns supreme in the determination of these informal institutions. To return to the example of property 
rights, Bubb (2013) shows how social norms at the group level are more important to the development 
of property rights in many societies than formal legislation, meaning that informal contracting 
arrangements, informed by identity, determine the actual level of property rights protection in a 
country rather than laws. In this manner, institutional mechanisms, devised to alter behavior in a 
different context, may not have the desired effect if they are pushing against identities that are either 
foreign, less malleable, or opposed to the behaviors desired as an output from the institution. To use 
our earlier metaphor, the (institutional) rules of the game could be made for chess, but if society sees 
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Applications of an Identity Theory of Institutions 
In contradistinction to the failure of “successful” institutions, understanding identity as driving 
institutional creation at the formal level may also help us to understand the main conundrum of 
institutional economics: why do “inefficient” institutions survive? While mainstream economics has 
attempted to model the persistence of institutions that are non-growth enhancing, the explanations 
offered have also been tied to monetary payoffs and pecuniary incentives. For instance, Acemoglu 
(2006), to take the most prominent example, models institutions in regards to their ability to generate 
opportunities for revenue extraction, showing how even growth-dampening institutions can continue to 
persist if they deliver a payoff to elites. In this world, the preference for inefficient policies by political 
leaders leads to inefficient economic institutions, or, rather, institutions which may be “appropriate” at 
one point but, as time passes, become “inappropriate.”   
 
The Acemoglu (2006) approach has much to recommend it, especially as it appears to be an accurate 
sketch of many countries throughout history. However, this approach also has various shortcomings, not 
least of which it presupposes that there is a definitive “hierarchy of institutions,” with political 
institutions being the wellspring of all other institutions in a society. That is, the Acemoglu approach 
explains weak political institutions as the cause of institutional malaise across every other institution in a 
society, a hypothesis that need not always hold (especially given the demarcation of institutions we 
noted above). In reality, the Acemoglu hypothesis posits only one “inefficient institution,” the political 
system, an institution which is assumed to be motivated by economic incentives, specifically pecuniary 
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motivation. Again, as noted above, the distinctive feature of political institutions is that their end goal 
concerns the distribution of power in society; while this power may be economic as well as political, it is 
undeniable that other motivations may be behind the acquisition of power. To be glib about it, Hitler 
wasn’t out merely to get rich. 
 
A further, more important critique of the Acemoglu theory is that it misses the reality that inefficient 
institutions exist which do not rely on pecuniary motivation alone. To return to the example of Nazi 
Germany, social organizations such as Hitler Youth are “inefficient” in the sense of growth or even racial 
harmony, but they existed because of different motivations apart from merely economic gain 
(Voigtländer and Voth 2015). It is here that the idea of identity in the propagation of inefficient 
institutions begins to emerge; indeed, if, as Akerlof and Kranton (2000) first postulated, identity brings in 
calculations beyond the realm of the monetary in altering “payoffs,” so too could identity result in 
institutions that appear detrimental due to other “payoffs” related to identity. To put it another way, 
identity at the individual, social, and national level creates the available space of institutions within a 
society, with particular institutions arising and their particular implementation or ordering based on 
additional criteria such as utility or efficiency. Thus, given that institutions are primarily rooted in an 
individual identity, a social identity, and a national (cultural) identity, considerations such as efficiency 
may be discarded if the institution is forced to choose between utility and identity.vii 
 
There has already been some exciting research in this vein, reinforcing this point. As noted above, 
Gürerk et al. (2006) show in the context of sanctioning institutions how institutions in line with national 
culture or general perceptions of identity continue to persist, mainly because they make recourse to the 
non-pecuniary benefit of reinforcing identity. Closely linked to this assertion (and to the case of Poland, 
as shown in the next section), Searle (2005) notes the importance of language in transmitting 
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institutional reality; given that language is already circumscribed to a particular group identity, the 
persistence of language may continue to reinforce institutional forms over time. Similarly, van den Bergh 
and Gowdy (2009), in the context of group selection, note that institutions may be connected to specific 
groups and their dynamics (i.e. group identity), and thus persistence of institutions may result from 
competition amongst groups and the dominance of one group identity over another. Finally, such 
transmission need not occur at the group level, as Tabellini (2010) formally models the choices a parent 
might make in transmitting certain aspects of morality, including a desire to cooperate or compete (in a 
Prisoner’s Dilemma setting). This work shows that socialization to a particular identity (e.g. of a 
cooperative person) takes hold where these norms are already prevalent. In this formulation, 
institutions based on a certain identity-based conception, such as “I am cooperative,” are expected to 
thrive simply because the norms were already prevalent and the incentives remain to transmit these 
norms culturally to the next generation.  
 
Moreover, an additional point about institutional change, made by Boettke et al. (2008) and Thelen 
(2009) in other contexts but applying crucially to the idea of identity leading to institutions, is the matter 
of time inconsistency. In particular, changes in identity for an individual, for a social group, or for an 
organization (Empson 2004) may take several years, if not decades; these changes may be predicated on 
shifting personal circumstances (i.e. an increase in salary as one ages) or roles (becoming a parent or 
spouse, see Burke 2006) or broader societal shifts (such as the entry of women into the workforce). 
Moreover, the process of identity change may not be linear, in that it could undergo false starts and 
dead-ends (as is seen in the vast literature on adolescence, for example Syad and Azmitia [2009]), 
meaning that the process of identity selection itself may not settle for a long period of time. The point of 
this digression is to once again highlight the defining feature of institutions, their semi-permanence. But 
realizing that institutions are derived from identity, which in itself may take years to change, helps to 
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explain institutional “stickiness.” That is, identity changes may take a long time, and so their filtering 
through to institutions and thus institutional change would take even longer to occur (especially given 
that formal institutions are cobbled together from informal norms and values).  
 
This approach to institutional design may also shed light on another question of new institutional 
economics, mainly “why does an institution which works here doesn’t work there?” There is a large 
literature on the failure of exogenously-inspired or transplanted institutions, putting the blame on their 
failure squarely on their inability to conform to local norms and values (Dia 1996; Djankov et al. 2003; 
Dai 2016). The lack of cultural sync between an exogenous institution such as electoral democracy and 
its transplanted country is a very plausible explanation, given that institutions must bubble up from 
informal norms and, as has been stressed, identity. Indeed, such a lack of alignment between culture 
and an externally-inspired institution could strike at the heart of what political scientists term the 
legitimacy of an institution (Gibson 1989). But if we see institutional transplants through an identity 
lens, more nuances emerge beyond simply noting that cultural differences cause institutional failure; as 
Figure 1 shows, national culture is an aggregation of identities, and not every transplanted institution 
may fail, simply because some institutions are in tune with perceptions of identity at the individual and 
social level, even if they do not necessarily have the reinforcing norms in place yet. It is in this 
environment that an exogenously-placed institution could actually succeed and shape behavior 
successfully going forward, helping to actually form the prerequisite norms and rules for interactions 
even though they do not exist already, simply because the institution comports with social and 
individual identities of a nation’s citizens. 
 
 




The previous section has laid out a theory of identity and its influence on economics that seeks to be 
comprehensive, in that it encompasses many different conceptions of identity, and elegant, in that it 
provides an explanation for many conundrums in institutional economics (whether or not it succeeds on 
either count I leave to the reader!). But any theory needs a proving ground on which to test it, and this 
section attempts to provide such an environment. Indeed, the evolution of institutions in the nation of 
Poland over its long history provides us with some hard evidence on the role of identity, both in a 
utilitarian and social group-setting, in shaping national institutions. 
 
The long genesis of Poland’s institutions during the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (from 1386 to 
approximately 1654) appeared to be shaped by utility considerations rather than strict identity ones; 
indeed, as argued elsewhere (Hartwell 2016a), the theories of Douglass North (1979) furnished an 
accurate description of the development of property rights in Poland, with the development of the 
institution owing more to economic considerations rather than one of identity. However, this was 
mainly due to an important factor, mainly the reality that a “Polish” identity was still being formed from 
the various local identities prevalent at the time, not least amongst the Polish nobility (the szlachta), 
who were very focused on their own narrow geographic interests (Hartwell 2016b). Zientara (1974) 
notes that the identity of Poles was very fluid in the preceding and early years of the Commonwealth, 
mainly due to the open-door policy of the Kingdom and the large exposure to foreigners, making Poland 
a mishmash of cultural influences; Tazbir (1982:47) gives further evidence to this effect, stating that “up 
to the 16th century, the Polish nation was still conceived as a community inhabiting the same territory.” 
Given the lack of a uniform national culture and the comparatively smaller set of social identities 
available to town- and country-dwellers in 15th-century Poland, one can thus examine the development 
of political, economic, and social institutions in early Commonwealth Poland as being more in line with 
Akerlof and Kranton’s (2000) conception of identity, with the varying social identities of Poles creating 
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local institutions which were heavily based on utility rather than broader social group identification or 
national identity.  
 
These local and narrowly-geographic identities began to shift in the mid-17th century, due mainly to the 
external threat which Poland as a country faced (Hartwell 2016b). Almost-continuous war in the 17th 
century, with occupation by the Swedes and a rebellion from the Cossacks to the east, provoked an 
existential crisis in the Commonwealth, forging a true national identity and, thus, the development of 
country-level institutions around this identity. Local schisms between Warsaw, Kraków, and Gdańsk, 
apparent through previous centuries (Stone 2001) meant differing institutions, driven by different 
identities: the seafaring traders of Gdańsk were different than the public administration of Warsaw, and 
saw themselves as such. These differences were mostly set aside under the threat of foreign occupation, 
with national institutions (including more formalization of national political institutions) being forged 
under the common identity of “Poland.” This common identity was an amalgam of regional identities, 
but also was a product of its times, an identity of a Poland continually under siege from enemies internal 
and external. An emergent identity throughout the wars of the mid-1600s onward (Mach 1997), it was 
confirmed by the late 18th century with the successive Partitions of Poland across three empires (Russia, 
Prussia, and Austria-Hungary). With the country of “Poland” no longer in existence, but newly-conscious 
Poles still on the same territory, various social identities were reinforced to set Poles apart from their 
occupiers, most prominently, the identity of Poland as a Catholic nation, to contrast with Orthodox 
Russians and Lutheran Germans (Mach 2007).  
 
In fact, the preservation of national identity was the overriding goal of Poland during the Partitions, and 
formed the basis of the development of informal institutions on the territory of Poland during these 123 
years. When besieged from outside, for example, by the Kulturkampf from Prussia which aimed to “de-
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polonise” the country and force Poles off their lands, Poles instead banded together in “self-help” 
organizations and locally-operated credit unions (Hartwell 2016b). As Blanke (1974:552) noted, “In some 
ways the Kulturkampf experience actually aided the Polish cause, e.g., by mobilizing previously apolitical 
sections of the population in a joint national-religious cause and burying an incipient liberal-clerical 
conflict under a single banner.” Similarly, in the Russian Partition, the allure of open rebellion soon gave 
way to the idea of “organic work,” which focused on economic and cultural independence, forging new 
social and economic institutions rather than overcoming the political state handed to them by Moscow 
(Blejwas 1982). Thus, not only did institutions come about from a previously-created identity of the 
Polish nation, they helped to reinforce social narratives and social identities through group 
reinforcement. 
 
This institution-building, informed by identity and not pecuniary motives, provided strong informal 
mechanisms of resistance to occupation. However, once Poland attained independence in 1918, the 
shaping of formal, national political institutions remained based on a theme of persecution which no 
longer was the case (notwithstanding the Russo-Polish war of 1920, which brought the Bolsheviks to the 
shores of the Vistula River). The national identity forged under external duress, shaped by Partition, 
soon proved to be a huge burden in governing the newly-independent country in the interwar period. In 
the first instance, Poland was no longer “Polish,” but a country encompassing many ethnic minorities 
(and where Poles were approximately only 65% of the population). The cognitive dissonance created by 
this reality led to sometimes extreme attempts to reconcile identity with reality, such as pervasive 
undercounting of minorities in Censuses of 1921 and 1931 (Hartwell 2016b) and creating a “land 
reform” with the explicit goal of encouraging German minorities to move back to Germany and leave 
Poland for the Poles (Gosewinkel and Meyer 2009). No longer a minority in their own country, Poles had 
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to come to grips with the fact that they were now the dominant social group, a transition which did not 
come easy (Stachura 1998). 
 
The embattled nature of Polish identity also meant that the political system was designed to replicate 
the Polish conception of itself during the Partitions, not necessarily as it had evolved post-1918. As 
Hawgood (1939:335) noted as the system was coming to an end, the first post-Partition Constitution 
preserved the best attributes of Polish szlachta democracy and combined "weakness in normal 
circumstances with strength in the face of national crisis.” Indeed, following on from a long Polish 
history of decentralized governance and resistance to occupying authorities, a “simple majority vote” of 
the Sejm would be enough to force “a single minister, the whole executive cabinet, or the President to 
resign” (Fijalkowski 2013:38, quoting Article 58 of the Constitution). However, the unfavorable external 
environment which Poland faced almost immediately and the agitation of nationalists within Poland 
meant that a towering figure such as Marshall Josef Piłsudski was able to engineer a military coup in 
1926, playing on the fears of Poles that they were perpetually in a national crisis (Hartwell 2016b). 
Political institutions became more and more centralized, and more on a war footing, with economic 
institutions delayed in favor of nation-building. Changes in the Constitution in 1935 moved Poland firmly 
towards a proto-fascist government and, in an unremitting irony, the identity that Poles had fashioned 
for themselves as persecuted minorities had resulted in the fashioning of institutions that instead 
brought about the destruction of the country. 
 
In short, the actions of successive Polish governments in the interwar period call to mind Davis 
(2010:34), who, writing in another context, noted that “economic agents act today on expectations 
about an economy that they themselves expect to face tomorrow. Whether or not their expectations 
about the economy are fulfilled, and however the economy changes, they nonetheless act on the 
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assumption that they continue as essentially who they are… when economic agents act, they act as if 
they retain their respective identities through time.” The Polish national identity, evolving from shifting 
individual and group identities, became solidified in the late 18th century and barely moved, even when 
exogenous circumstances demanded that it did. The lack of evolution in Polish identities meant that 
weak and anachronistic institutions were founded, based on an identity that bore little relation to 
reality. In this manner, “inefficient” institutions persisted, but were soon overcome by external factors; 






This paper has attempted to forge a link between the identity economics and the new institutional 
economics literatures, focusing on the role of identity in driving institutional formation. New 
institutional economics often talks about the path dependency of institutions and how they emerge out 
of a specific cultural and socio-economic milieu; to this insight, we can also add that identity plays a 
central role in setting out this path. As shown in our theoretical discussion, all facets of identity 
economics have a role to play in understanding institutional genesis and change, dependent mainly 
upon which type of institution we are considering. Overall, however, the role of identity in institutions 
explains why some institutions persist and others do not, even after they seem to have outlived their 
usefulness. This reality was illustrated above with the case of Poland in the 18th through early 20th 
centuries, where institutions became inextricably linked with identity, but where identity itself became 
anachronistic when circumstances changed… and thus, so too did the institutions. Persistence of 
institutions is linked to identity, but if identities are no longer relevant, then institutional mechanisms 




The purpose of this work has not only been to attempt to loosely join two separate strands of new 
economic thinking, but also to point the way towards identifying other areas in which an identity lens 
can be brought to bear in institutional economics. In a recent piece, Kranton (2016:405) noted that “the 
task at hand… is to develop the micro-foundations of identity;” as this paper has shown, there are also 
macro implications of identity, a task which may be more visible and easier to trace. Indeed, while 
identity economics continues to evolve, sixteen years on from the Akerlof and Kranton (2000) piece, so 
too must our thinking on institutions.  
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i Figure 1 shows the intersection of the various levels of identity and institutions and how they are aggregated. 




                                                                                                                                                                                    
networks which then forges an individual identity. The individual then carries this identity into various social 
groups (the solid circle), which may overlap or connect with other social groups and reinforces (or challenges) 
individual identities. The aggregation of these groups and their constituent identities then form what may be 
known as “national culture” at the country-level, which then, in turn, determines the formation of formal 
institutions.  
ii Given that one of the characteristics of institutions is their semi-permanent nature, this assertion would also 
imply, like Stryker (1980), that identity is also relatively stable. 
iii This paper thus harkens back to early Austrian/Mengerian theories of collective entities as being explained 
by individual actions (Ahdieh 2011). 
iv As Hartwell (2013) notes, while some institutions may have political effects (such as property rights), this 
does not take away from the fact that the institution’s objective is primarily economic. Similarly, some 
institutions may shift their sphere of operation over time, with the Roman Catholic Church being a prime 
example: once the dominant political institution in Europe, it is now primarily socially-oriented, albeit 
exercising some measure of political power in countries such as Poland. 
v This does not mean that such identities are not transformed through the intersection and exposure to other 
individual identities, nor does it imply that individual identities remain static through absorption into a group 
dynamic. While an interesting area to explore, I am avoiding this debate here to merely note that individual 
identities necessarily inform larger, group-based identities, without specifying the functional form of those 
larger identities. 
vi The reality of shifting identity, i.e. from worker to capitalist, may also explain why Marx’s prediction that 
workers would rise up once they realized their exploitation has not come to pass. That is, if one does not 
identify themselves as a worker but as a potential capitalist, revolution is not the answer. 
vii Alternately, conceptions of efficiency are altered immensely by the identity considerations which go into the 
formation of institutions. In the case of Hitler Youth, it was judged as “efficient” on a different set of metrics 
than what a non-racially-based educational and socialization organization would be. Voigtländer and Voth 
(2015) show just how this was the case, with Hitler Youth effective in terms of spreading a certain identity. 
